**You will use these books, manuals, and supplies throughout the program starting in the Transitions course.**

The CoursePoint resources can be ordered directly from Lippincott using our microsite. The microsite is set up each semester and more details will be provided when that link is ready. You must have the CoursePoint + for several resources as they provide you with access to required electronic resources.

**REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS/MANUALS/LABORATORY SUPPLIES**

**Campus Lab Nurse Pack**

*CoursePoint + for Honan* Focus on Adult Health, Medical Surgical Nursing, 24-month access (Prep U and VSIM) ISBN: 9781975100186  **Loose leaf paper copy available for additional cost**

*CoursePoint for Lynn*: Clinical Nursing Skills, 24-month access ISBN: 9781975102463

*CoursePoint + for Videbeck* Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing, 24-month access (Prep U and VSIM) ISBN: 9781496377494  **Loose leaf paper copy available for additional cost**


Evolve, HESI Case Studies, https://evolve.elsevier.com St. Louis, MO: Elsevier **You will receive an access code for this when the course starts**


Taylor: Fundamentals for Nursing, 24-month access. ISBN: 9781975101954


**RECOMMENDED** (Additional resources, optional, but not required):